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SUMMARY
Recentrequirementsfor accurate positioningof instrumentsin the atmosphere,near the
groundbut too high for simplestructural support, has led to a revival in captive balloon
flying. Such systems are normally flown with the balloon on several cables to provide
for maximum stability. A balloon that moves only a small distance with a change in
wind velocity is considered to have good stability, and will be more suitable for flying
instruments than a balloon which shifts its position greatly with a small wind velocity
change. This report presents the results of a study to determine design criteria and
operational characteristics of multl-cable balloon configurations.
A single cable system is first analyzed to determine the relations between the various
parameters; such as cable tension, length, weight, slope, position and the wind
speed. The effects of neglecting either the aerodynamic drag of the cable or the weight
of the cable, are examined. An example of a balloon flying on a single cable is then
presented, and it is shc,,,vn that the cable drag has little effect on the balloon stability
with varying wind speed.
This single cable analysis is applied to examples of a single balloon flying on several
cables° These systems are initially considered as being symmetrical so that they can be
reduced to simple configurations in a single plane. The components of the forces in the
cables of the balloon are determined, from the results of the single cable analysis, and
these are then equated to the balloon excess lift and drag, to solve for the position of
the balloon in a given configuration and at different wind speeds. The solution is
simplified by assuming that no aerodynamic lift force due to the balloon exists, and
the stability of four basic two-cable configurations is determined. This assumption,
of no aerodynamic lift, is necessary, since otherwise, the simultaneous equations for
the solution of the system are non-linear relationships and are not simple reducible
However, one particular system is solved, with the balloon aerodynamic lift included,
by using a digital computer to search for the solution.
The results obtained for these different configurations are then used to examine the basic
properties of multi-cable systems. The various parameters are examined to determine
those which give maximum stability for instrument flying, and an optimum configuration
of two long upstream cables and one short downstream cable is suggested. The importance
of setting up this cable system symmetrically about the wind direction axis, to take full
advantage of the configuration, is mentioned. The extra stability that can be achieved
by a balloon with aerodynamic lift is determined. However, it is pointed out that the
configuration must also be stable throughout the low wind speed range.
The problems of launching and handling multl-cable systems, to ensure that the correct
configuration is attained, are discussed. This can prove difficult when balloons which
generate aerodynamic lift are being launched in high speed winds. The resultant
recommendations for designing multi-cable configurations are included in a final section.
An Appendix gives details of the computer programs developed; one for a single
cable and a second for an approximate solution of a two cable system with balloon
aerodynamic lift. The actual programs are presented, with examples and results,
and are in a form suitable for the solution of other cable configurations.
A final Appendix is concerned with the particular balloon system presently used by
NASA, MSFC, to obtain acoustic measurements of the noise field from large rocket
engines. The presently used technique for flying the system is discussed and criticized.
A better configuration is suggested and its stability characteristics are calculated and
compared to the existing configuration.
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i.O INTRODUCTION
The flying of captive balloons is once again becoming a serious scientific technique
after being neglected in the concentration on heavier-than-air machines. Free
flying balloons have been used to examine the upper atmosphere and for meteorological
experiments. Now the need to place instruments at fixed points near the ground, but
at positions too high for a simple structure, has seen a revival in captive balloon flying.
Typical examples are aerial photography and acoustic measurements of rocket noise,
the latter requirement being the motivation behind this study.
Large solid propellant rockets are usually tested by firing them vertically upwards. This
technique dispenses with the need for massive thrust stands and exhaust flow deflectors
and solves the problems of erosion of the neighboring structure due to the exhaust gas.
These firings offer the opportunity to obtain some good acoustic data of the noise field
from a rocket motor, particularily since the majority of the noise is propagated upwards
into a clear free field° This directional characteristic is typical of noise generat_ed
aerodynamically by the exhaust gas mixing with the atmosphere, where the principal
radiation is directed at an acute angle to the rocket exhaust flow direction. With normal
rocket tests, the exhaust flow is either deflected or horizontal, and so the majority of
the noise is propagated into a cluttered far-field. Thus, the opportunity of obtaining
basic data on rocket noise production and propagation into a clean far-field and for
such a large rocket typical of those for the large space vehicles under development and
construction, can not be neglected. Accordingly, a program of acoustic measurements
using microphones positioned by captive balloons was initiated. For this purpose, it is
essential that the instruments be positioned at the required point, that this point be
known and, most important, that the position of the instruments did not change greatly
with wind variations.
Once the acoustic measurement program was started, it became obvious that no general
experience of flying balloons, on the several cables necessary for stability, existed.
Captive balloons, such as used for aircraft protection during the Second World War,
were simply winched out and allowed to wander across the sky. However, this technique
was not suitable for the accurate positioning required for this acoustic measurement
program. Consequently, a study was initiated to help produce fundamental data and
design techniques for such multi-cable captive balloon configurations. The results of
this study are presented in this report.
First, the basic equations of a single cable configuration are considered and these results
are used to analyze various multi-cable configurations. It is necessary that certain
simplifications be made to obtain solutions for the more complex cases, and these are
justified and given with their limitations. Two basic programs for solving multi-cable
configurations are then presented. The first, and more accurate method, requires that
the aerodynamic lift of the balloon be zero; that is the excess lift, the lift of the
balloon less its weight and the payload weight, remains constant at all wind velocities.
Several configurations are examined using this method, and the basic rules of design
for multi-cable systemsare determined. Thesecondprogram, including the balloon
aerodynamicllft, is usedto studya single simplesystem. Theseprogramsare included
in anAppendix_and will allow analysesof other balloon systemsto becompleted.
A final Appendix is concernedwith the actual balloon usedby NASA to position the
microphones. An optimumcable configuration is determinedand the operational
characterlstlcsof this systemare presented.
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2.0
2.1
EQUILIBRIUMOF A BALLOON CABLE
In this section, the basic forcesacting on a balloon cable will be stated, and the equations
expressing the cable shape and tension will be derived. Certain special cases, concerning
the neglect of either the cable weight or its aerodynamic drag forces, will be included
since these simplifications will generally be necessary if the results are to be applied to
practical examples. A single cable will be considered, and it will be taken as flying
in a vertical plane in the mean wind direction. The basic theory is due to Neumark
(Reference 1), although certain parts were derived independently for this study. The
application of the results requires the use of certain detailed integral expressions,
which are tabulated in Reference 1 for a wide range of cable parameters. The theory is
repeated here, s_nce it forms the basis of the solution of the multl-cable configurations,
and also because it indicates those relevant parameters that determine the cable conflgu-
rations°
Basic Cable Theory
Figure 1 is a sketch of an element of a cable B_ long, and shows those forces that act on
the element. These Forces are the cable tension T, which changes over the small length
of the element by the amount ST, the weight of the cable wS,_ where w is the weight
per unit length, and the aerodynamic drag D. The cable is considered as a long infinite
cylinder, and so the drag is taken as acting normal to the element. Various wind tunnel
tests (Reference 2) have shown this approach is perfectly valid for cables similar to those
used for balloons, where the length to dlameter ratio is large and the component of
aerodynamic force along the cable can be neglected. This aerodynamic drag will then
be considered as two components, one vertical and the other horizontal, but first a
value for the overall drag coefficient must be assigned.
The value of the drag coefficient for a cylinder normal to the alrstream is 1.1 when the
Reynolds number is less than the critical value, and 0.3 when the Reynolds number is
greater than the critical value, (Reference 3). The critical Reynolds number for a
cylinder, based on the cylinder diameter, lles within the range of 80,000 to 400,000.
Taking the lower value, and putting the air density as 0.00238 slug/cu.ft, and the
kinematic viscosity of air as 0.000168 ft2/sec, the critical velocity for a 0.5 inch
diameter cylinder calculates as 322 fps. Since this velocity is much higher than any that
the balloon cable will experience, the sub-critical drag coefficient of 1.1 will therefore
be applicable° This figure _s substantiated by Hoerner (Reference 2) who also presents
details of the drag of yawed cables. Hoerner gives the drag coefficient for a cable,
yawed so it forms an angle e with the stream direction, as C D sin2e, where C D is
the basic drag coefficient for a normal cylinder. This then produces drag coefficient
components for the element of the cable of 1.1 sin2Bcos t_ vertically and
1.1 sln39 horizontally. Note that the vertical component will generally act down,
as the balloon will be directed downstream of its tethering point by the wind.
Now equating the component forces on the cable element, in the equlibrium position,
(T +6T) cos&e =T +w6_sine
= V 2(T + 6T) sinSe 1/2 p 1.1 sin286_ d + w 6_ cose
where the notation is as given before and shown in Figure 1, with the wind velocity V
assumed horizontal, and where p is the air density and d the cable diameter.
In the limit of a very small element, these equations reduce to
8T = we_ sine
TSB = 1/2pV 2 1.1 sin2eS_ d +
The geometry of the cable element gives
(I)
w6 _ cose (2)
6x = 6,_ cose (3)
6y = 6_, slne (4)
Eliminating 6_ from Equations (1) and (2) produces
51" = sin e 5e (5)
T A sin2e + cose
I
where -_ pV 2 1.1 d
A = (6)
W
The next step is to integrate Equation (5) between the bottom of the cable, indicated
by a suffix o , and a point on the cable indicated by a prime. The point 1 is
where the cable meets the balloon and a special case of the general point.
Then
e' e'
dT=
T
0
sin e
Asin2e +cose
de
4
lO
sln(9
- A cos28 + A 4- COSE)
dE)
cos e
0
dz
i
Az 2 -z -A
where z=cosO
:/ dz2
az +bz +c
where a = A,
The term 4ac
b =-1 , and c =-A
is always negative, since A is always positive being a real quantity, so
4ac <_ b2
Using Reference 4, the integration can be completed,
e,[l,o0e_]-e ° (1 + 4A 2) I°ge
Then putting 2A = tan 2_
(:Az_1_4A2 "2,)]
= [cos 2_ log e
tan 2_ z - 1 - sec 2_
tan 2e z - 1 + sec 2_
and substitutingfor z, and simplifying
[ cose - cot _ _1e'
[cos2_ Ioge _cose+tan_lJ8
0
Hence, dropping the prime to indicate the general point, the tension T is proportional
to the factor -r , where
• (e) = (c°se-c°tf) c°s2_cos e + tan _ (7)
Then if the suffix o refers to the ground point and the suffix 1 refers to the cable at
the balloon
3"
1" and T = T o
T = T] 3--'_- o 1 "_1 (8)
Neumark, in Reference 1, using a slightly different approach to the integration,
obtained the same value for the tension proportionality factor 3- . He has tabulated
this and other factors in Reference 1, and they will be required to solve for this single
cable configuration.
From Equations (2) and (8)
T 1
sj_ = _ 3-se (9)
3-1 wAsin2e + w cose
and integrating to obtain the length of the cable from the ground to the point under
consideration,
e
T13"1 _'g 3"
,_ = sin2BwA +
O
W COS 0
de
6
Putting 3_(8) nT
nsin2B +wcose
de
where n = wA
Then ,_ = T1
nv 1
(x-x)
0
(10)
Similarly from Equation (3)
T 1
X __- u
n'tI
where o'(B) n T COS _)
sin28 + wcosB
de
(11)
and the vertical height is given by
T 1
y - w'rl (-r - _o) (12)
These factors are all in Neumark's notation of Reference 1, which is continued here for
convenience. Neumark tabulated the factors 1" , X , and (z for various values of
the factor n/w typical to balloon cables, and certain of these values are shown in
Figures 2 to 4. These figures will allow quick calculations, but they also indicate that
the functions change quite slowly with cable angle over a large range. Therefore,
when solving for particular examples, the tables of Reference 1, which are very detailed,
are to be preferred to these figures.
To solve for a particular case of a single cable, a value for the ratio n/w is taken
appropriate to one of the tabulated sets of factors. Since the cable parameters are
known, the appropriate values of A, _, and the wind velocity V can be calculated.
Then these are used to determine the aerodynamic lift and drag of the balloon and so
the values of the tension T 1 , and cable angle e 1, at the balloon can be calculated.
Now the values ofT1, n, "r1 and X 1, are known, as isthe length of the cable. These
2.2
allow the value of X to be found, and the corresponding factors, a and "r
O O O
be determined. Substituting into the equations for y and x, gives the vertical
and horizontal position of the balloon. This process is repeated for other values of
the factor n/w to obtain the balloon performance as the wind velocity changes.
to
Alternative approaches can involve solving for the necessary cable length to fly the
balloon at a given height, or over a given downstream point. The method here is
again similar to that outlined above.
Balloon Cable, Neglecting the Weight of the Cable
The neglect of the cable weight can be a fair approximation when the aerodynamic
forces are large, and only a light cable is considered. This is more normally applicable
to aircraft towing cables rather than balloons. However, it could be important for
certain stabilizing cables, which are more concerned with fixing the balloon in position
rather than taking the lift forces of the system. In this case,
SO
Then T = T 1
X and a -,.co as
tan 2_u= 2A when w _ 0co
2_-_- _t/2
-_ 45 ° and "r _ 1
= constant throughout the length of the cable.
W -_" 0
e
but x -Xo_ sin12e de = cOteo-COte (13)
O
dB = cosec 0 - cosec e (14)
COS e
e-cT -_ 2 o
o sin 8
0
The derivative of -r , with respect to e, can be obtained from Equations (5) and (8) as,
d-r "r sin e
de Asin2e +cose
8
Then
T -T
0
W
e
A w sine
O
de as w -_ 0
1 (log e= -- tan 8/2
n
(15)
Therefore n,_ = T (cot e - cot e)
0
(16)
nx = T (cosece -cosece)
0
ny =T (l°ge tan 82 - J°ge tan _')
(17)
(18)
where T is the tension at all points in the cable.
To solve for the cable shape relationship, it is necessary to eliminate
Equations (17) and (18).
From Equation (17)
cosec 0 =
nx
cosec 0 - ----
o T
and from Equation (18)
e
log etan 8 ny log e o = B
_" = T + tan T
e B
!tan 2 = cosec e-cote = e
cosec e - (cosec 2 e - 1) 1/2 = eB
e between
(19)
Squaring both sides and simplifying
cosece = "7 +
Substituting Equation (20) into Equation (19)
= cosh B (20)
cosh B = cosec8 - nx
o T
2.3
which is an equation for a common catenary in x and y with a horizontal axis, since
B is a direct linear function of y. The equation will not be further simplified, to
determine the origin, since the more useful example for balloons will be with the air
drag of the cable neglected.
Balloon Cable, Neglecting the Cable Aerodynamic Drag
In this case, consider the aerodynamic drag term being reduced to zero° Then the drag
parameter n approaches zero.
n --_0
So
Which means the parameter "r apparently approaches infinity, from Equation (7)0
However, in the limit where _ _ 0
cot_ -_ 2cot2_ = w/n
So putting this value into Equation (7) and noting that
tan_ --_0
cos 2Lp --_ 1
(e) ----
W
- COS U
n
cos e
and in the limit
W
"r (e) = n cos e (22)
10
Since w/(n cos O) is infinitely large compared to 1.
Therefore n_" = w secO.
Hence
0 2x(e) = sec 0d0 = tane
and 0
o'(O) = / secOdO
"o
:'.e'an
Also T cose T cose
1 1 o o
T = =
cos O cos O
or
T cos 0 = con_ant (23)
This is the horizontal force on the system and is equal to the aerodynamic drag of
the bal loon °
Substituting these values into the equation for the cable length, and position,
._ _ T cosO (tan0- tanO ) (24)
W '-'
tan +
x - T cos O log e (25)
" tan +
T cos O (sec O - sec O ) (26)
Y = W O
The relationship for the cable shape is obtained by eliminating
(26).
T cos e
First put = c
W
O from Equations (25) and
11
Thenfrom Equation(25)
e = tan +
where (4 %)D=X+c I°ge tan +T
D
e
1T e
cot ._. + cot -_-
e
cot _. cot -_- 1
e
m1 + cot 2
sine +1 +cose
1 +cose -sln8
Then
D 1
e +m D
e
1 + cose + sine 1 +cos8 -sin8
= +
1 + cose - sine 1 + cose + sine
= 2 sec 8 after simplification.
Hence sec e = cosh D (27)
Substitute Equation (27) into Equation (26),
[_ I°ge (4 "_)]Y + see e = cosh + tan + (28)c O
This is the curve of a common catenary, with a vertical axis. (Note that neglecting the
weight of the cable produces a common catenary with a horizontal cable.) The term
sec e and the logarithmic function are included in the equation, since the cable origin
O
12
is at the ground point, where the cable is not horizontal. If x and y are measured
from that point where the cable is horizontal, (or would be if extended underground,)
the equation reduces to
Y = cosh x 1 (29)
C C
where c = T cos e/w (29)
and T cos e is a constant = Th, the tension at the bottom horizontal point of the
catenary. Further, if the origin is positioned vertically at a distance c below the
horizontal point of the complete catenary, the equation reduces to
Th / )_. cosh _ (30)Y = w Th/W
13
3.0
3.1
SI NGLE CABLE CONFIGURATIONS
The single cable and balloon will be examined in the equilibrium position, where the
balloon is stationary and directly downstream of the tethering point. In actual practice
the balloon will generally wander, and typical examples of this have been noted by
Waters (Reference 5). He measured the position of a balloon on a single cable with
time, and, although the acceleration of the balloon was small, lateral velocities of
up to 70 percent of the mean wind speed were recorded. The displacement in the
horizontal axis in the wind direction was noted to reach over 125 feet for a cable 920
feet long. The displacement normal to the wind direction was much greater, being
some 500 feet overall. The balloon oscillated with a definite time period, but attempts
to describe the balloon motion as a simple harmonic motion generally underestimated the
maximum accelerations and velocities in two component directions. This wander will
obviously be important for the case of balloons flying instruments, when the exact location
of the measurement point is required. Neumark (Reference 1) derived expressions for
the cable derivatives, following the results he had developed for the cable configuration.
These were extremely complicated expressions and produced values that were dependent
on the assumption of constant cable length. This assumption becomes less acceptable
when nylon line, which stretches considerably under load, replaces the wire cables
previously used. However, the inclusion of this stretching effect in the mathematical
derivation of stability derivatives of the cable will complicate the process even more.
Therefore, for the present time, such work will have to be restricted to experimental
examination of actual flying balloons.
However, for the analysis here, the exact location of the instruments will be generally
the major concern of the experiments, and multi-cable systems will always be required,
as the wandering motion of a single cable system cannot be tolerated. Therefore, the
followi ng sections wi II only consi der the equilibrium stability of the ba I loon and cable
systems.
Single Cable, Neglecting Cable Aerodynamic Drag
The equilibrium stability of a single cable and balloon, neglecting the cable aerodynamic
drag, will be examined by studying a practical example. The cable parameters are shown
in Figure 5, where the tension T, at the top of the cable, equals the component forces
of the balloon. These are the aerodynamic drag of the balloon and the aerodynamic
lift plus the excess lift of the balloon. In the figure, the suffix o refers to the tethering
point on the ground and the suffix 1 is the position at the top of the cable. The angle e
is the angle that the cable makes to the horizontal at each point.
Since the aerodynamic drag of the cable is neglected, the cable shape is given by
Equation (30), which is repeated here
Thcosh x (30)Y = w
14
where Th is the horizontal componentof the cable tension, which is the sameat all
points in the cable and equal to the aerodynamicdragof the balloon
T h = T 1 cose 1 = ToCOSeo =T cose=D (31)
The position of the balloon, the top of the cable in fact, relative to the tethering point
is quickly determined in terms of the relevant cable parameters, which will be the
forces and cable angle at the balloon. These can be equated to the aerodynamic and
buoyancy forces of the balloon to allow the position of the balloon to be determined
with varying wind velocity.
From Equation (26) the height of the balloon above the tethering point Y can be
obtai ned
T 1 cosB 1
Y = (sec e 1 - sec eo) (32)W
Then, equating the vertical forces on the whole cable,
T 1 sine 1 = w_ + T sine0 0
T 1 sin B1 wE To
= +
T 1 cos (]1 T 1 cos e 1 T 1
and using Equation (31)
sin B
0
cos e 1
tane 1 = T 1 cose' 1 + tanB °
w,_ (33)
Hence tane -- tanB 1 - '
o T 1 cos e 1
and sec19 = 1 +tan 2e 1/2 (34)
0 0
Substituting Equation (33) into Equation (34), and the result into Equation (32) gives
15
Tlcos0I i ( w e lJ2fY = sece 1 - 1 + tane 1 - (35)w T 1 cos
which is the vertical height of the balloon above the tethering point, completely in
terms of the cable weight and length and the cable tension and angle at the top point.
Similarly, the horizontal distance of the balloon from the tethering point can be
determined in the same parameters.
From Equation (30),
Therefore,
dy_xx- tan8 = sinh
T h
x - sinh -1 (tan 8)
W
The horizontal distance of the balloon from its tethering point is given by
X -- x I - x 0
T1c°se I Islnh -1 (tanB 1) - sinh -1 (tan8 o)W
and substituting for tan8
0
[ tt )]_ T 1 COSw81 sinh -1 (tan 81) - sinh -1 an 8 T1 cose 1 (36)
Equations (35) and (36) give the position of the top of a cable, when no aerodynamic
drag of the cable is considered, and are in terms of the forces at the top of the cable.
These equations are sufficient for solving for the case of a single balloon on a single
cable. The values of the excess lift and drag of the balloon are ca lcu lated from its
characteristics° This will include any aerodynamic lift due to velocity. Then these
values are used to solve for the tension in the cable T 1, and the angle of the cable
at the balloon B1o Using the weight per unit length and the length of the cable, the
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equilibrium position of the balloon is found by substituting into Equations (35) and (36).
The position of the balloon with varying wind speed, which affects the aerodynamic
drag and llft of the balloon, can then be determined.
The stability of a system can be defined as the way the balloon moves in space with
varying wind speed. A good stable system, suitable for positioning instruments at
a given point, would have very little movement as the wind changes. The stability
of various balloon and single cable configurations will now be considered, as the
basic parameters of the system are varied.
The position of the balloon is given by Equations (35) and (36). Putting
T 1 cos e 1
11 - w,_ and _ = tan e (37)
these equations can be written as
and Y I ,2,j2= q (I + ) - I + - (39)
Then equating the forces at the balloon
D
= n (40)
and
where
and
m
Lw_W = n _ (41)
D is the aerodynamic drag of the balloon,
L - W is the excess lift
L is the llft of the balloon
W is the weight of the balloon W 1, and the payload W 2.
The balloon forces, which equal the cable tension and direction, are given by,
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Drag D = 1/2p A DV 2C D
Lift L = Lb+l/2p AL V2C L
where p is the density of the atmosphere
A D is the equivalent aerodynamic cross-sectional drag area
A L is the equivalent aerodynamic cross-sectional lift area
C D is the drag coefficient
C L is the llft coefficient
V is the wind velocity over the balloon
and Lb is the buoyant lift of the balloon.
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For a given balloon and cable, the aerodynamic forces can be calculated for each wind
velocity. The total forces at the end of the cable are found, and the equations for the
functions q and _ are solved. These values are then used in Equations (38) and (39)
to solve for the equilibrium position of the balloon, at that velocity. The stability of
the system with wind velocity is then determined by plotting the position of the balloon
with varying wind speed°
Numerical Example
The properties of the balloon and cable used in the example, called Balloon A, are
listed in Table I. These various values were substituted into the equations and the position
of the balloon was obtained. The aerodynamic forces of the balloon are given in Figure 6,
for the four values of lift coefficient used, (0o0, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6), and for the drag
coefficient and area. This figure shows how the aerodynamic forces can become con-
siderable at the larger lift coefficients and velocities. The total buoyant lift of the
balloon is 223 pounds, and the balloon and cable weigh 118 pounds, leaving an excess
lift of 105 pounds without including the payload. The aerodynamic lift reaches almost
600 pounds at a lift coefficient of 0.6 and a wind velocity of 50 fps. Note that, the
aerodynamic forces were calculated using a constant drag coefficient and area, while
the lift forces are for a varying llft coefficient. This approach is not strictly correct,
since no allowance for the drag, due to the balloon aerodynamic lift, has been included.
However, for this preliminary examination, it simplified the calculations.
The results obtained for this balloon and cable are illustrated, in part, in Figures 7, 8,
and 9. Each figure is for a different payload, and shows the resultant position of the
balloon as a function of the cable length° For optimum performance for flying
instruments, the balloon is required to have a minimum movement with a change in
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TABLEI
BALLOON A AND CABLE
Volumeof balloon
Equivalentcross-sectionarea for lift
Equivalentcross-sectionarea for drag
Dragcoefficient
Weight of balloon
Densityof atmosphere
Densityof balloon gas
Lengthof cable
Weight per unit length of cable
A L
AD
CD
W1
Pa
Pe
W
34OO
266
154
0.3
100
0.00238
0.00034
1200
0.015
cubic ft
ft 2
ft 2
pounds
slugs/ft 3
slugs/ft 3
ft
pound_ft
The Lift Coefficient C L was varied from 0 to 0.6.
The Payload Weight W was varied from 0 to 80 pounds.
The Wind Speed V was varied from 0 to 50 fps.
wind velocity. A system with good characteristics will be one where x/_ remains small,
and V/j_ stays near 1.0 for all wind velocities. These figures show that the effect of
both the aerodynamic lift and the payload can be considerable. The balloon with a high
lift coefficient of 0.6 produces a very stable system, and the payload has very little
effect. However, the payload becomes more important at the lower lift coefficients, when
the excess lift is smaller. Further, the results of these three figures show that at wind
velocities less than 20 fps, for this particular configuration, neither the lift coefficient
or the payload has much effect on the balloon stability. Therefore, if the balloon were
restricted to this wind velocity range, then any effort to produce a high aerodynamic
lift would be wasted, since it will have little effect on the resultant position and motion
of the balloon with wind velocity. However, if the system were to be operated at much
higher wind speeds, then obviously this point will be more important.
The use of aerodynamic lift, as a stability technique, will generally be more suitable than
increasing the excess lift by increasing the balloon size. The balloon must be carefully
designed, so that the induced drag does not become too great and reduce the stability.
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However, the larger cablesrequired for the higher loadscould bea limitation on the
stability of the system. At higher wind speeds,for very high flying balloons, the use
of tapered cables, or successivelylargercables rising• wiII be necessaryto keep the
cable weight to a minimum.
In conclusion• the system of this particular example is suitable for very low wind speeds,
but• at velocities above 20 fps and with no aerodynamic lift, it is not sufficient. The
balloon will have to be replaced by a larger or a lighter balloon, to provide a larger
excess lift force• so that a more stable system is produced. This brings out one further
point• in that a lighter balloon will be more susceptible to damage, especially as it
will also be operated in higher wind speeds• which will make it more prone to damage
when being launched°
The balloon system used here is obviously very unsuitable for instrumentation location•
and will have to be restricted to low wind velocities• or assisted by careful flying
to obtain the maximum aerodynamic lift.
Single Cable, Including Cable Aerodynamic Drag
In this section• calculations for the same Balloon A and cable as used in Section 3.1
are completed, but include the effect of the cable aerodynamic drag. The values of
the cable parameter functions given by Neumark in Reference 1 were substituted in the
equations of Section 2.0. The use of these tables involves accurate interpolation at
the bigger angles, and this must be done very carefully• since the final answers depend
on the small differences between the values of these functions for the top and bottom
of the cable. The results for the height were rather scattered and only an estimate of
the varying position with velocity could be obtained.
The cable was assumed to be 0.25 inch in diameter• and a drag coefficient of 1.1 was
used to estimate its aerodynamic drag. The function n is then given by
I V 2 CDn ---- "-" d2 p
= 0.0000272V 2 • for this particular cable.
The weight per unit length of the cable is 0.15 pound/if, so
n/w = 0.00187V 2
For the values of the factor n/w given by Neumark, the maximum velocity calculated
is 37.1 fps• so the results in this example are limited to wind velocities below this value.
2O
The procedureoutlined in Section 2.0 using Equations (10), (11), and (12) was
followed to obtain the solutions for the balloon stability when the payload was held
constant at 45 pounds and the aerodynamic llft coefficients were 0.0 and 0.6. The
results for the resultant balloon position are given in Figures 10 and 1 1, where they are
compared to the values for when the aerodynamic drag of the cable is ignored. In these
figures the actual dimensions of the horizontal and vertical positions, relative to the
tethering point are given. These figures show that the inclusion of the cable aero-
dynamic drag causes a less stable system with wind velocity. The greatest difference
in the two sets of results is for when the lift coefficient is zero and is 150 feet for
the horizontal distance at a wind speed of 23 fps. However, in comparison with the
results of Figures 7, 8, and 9, it would appear that the addition of aerodynamic lift
by the balloon, at a lift coefficient of 0.2 would more than cancel out this effect
for this particular configuration.
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MULTI-CABLECONFIGURATIONS
The solution of a multi-cable configuration will be complicated, unless certain assumptions
are made° Normally, the configuration will be divided into several simple systems, each
in two dimensions, which can be solved more easily. The components of the drag and
the lift of the balloon will easily fit into this arrangement, but the determination of the
aerodynamic forces on the cables will be very involved for cables yawed across the
wind direction. Therefore, since the analysis of the previous section has shown that
these forces have only a small effect on the resultant position of the balloon, they
will be neglected. However, it must be remembered that the aerodynamic drag of the
cables will cause the system to be less stable and a small allowance must be made for
this effect.
For maximum stability, the configuration will be set up symmetrically about the wind
direction axis. This will be assumed to be the case for all configurations considered
in this section, since it will allow the systems to be reduced to simple two dimensional
arrays. One array will be in the wind direction, and the other normal to it, to prevent
balloon wandering. In the followlng subsections, various two-cable configurations will
be analyzed to allow the most stable configuration to be determined.
Simple Two Cable Array in the Wind Direction Axis
The array considered is shown in Figure 12. The equations relating the drag, llft, cable
parameters, and position, can be obtained by equating the forces at the top of the cable,
Equations (37) to (40).
Horizontal Forces at the Balloon,
D = aql -bq2 (42)
Vertical Forces at the Balloon,
L-W = aql _I + b n2 _2 (43)
The height y for each cable is the same
2dIC1 21J2[1 2]J21_ - (44)q2
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and the distance between the tethering points is constant.
X =X 1 +X 2
J= c ql slnh-1 41 - sinh-I ( 41 ql
+ dq2 [ sinh-I 42-sinh'1 (42---'1) ]q2 (45)
where
a - WI_ 1
b = w2 £2
c = £1
d=
and the subscripts here refer to the two cables.
Equations (42) to (45) are four simultaneous equations in ql ' q2 ' 41 , and 42 ,
and so an exact solution exists. However, since they are non-linear, the solution
cannot be found by simple substitution. In Appendix AI, a computer program to
solve these equations by trial of selected values is given. However, this program
requires a considerable running time on the computer, and it is still necessary to
interpolate for a solution when the final results are obtained. Since it is required
to examine several configurations, and determine which gives the best stability,
this approach is not the most suitable. The main difficulty of handling these equations
is that the forces at the balloon vary with wind velocity. Simplification of the con-
figuration parameters, by assuming that the aerodynamic lift coefficient of the balloon
is zero, allows the resultant position of the balloon to be determined by matching the
cable parameters, at a given height, to give the total excess llft. Because the aero-
dynamic lift of the balloon is then zero, this excess lift remains a constant with wind
velocity, and at each height the horizontal position of the balloon can be determined,
and the necessary drag and wind velocity to hold the system in position can then be
found. This approach was used in the following section to determine the stability
characteristics of various two cable configurations.
A simple computer program was written to give the tension, its vertical and horizontal
components, and the direction of the top end of the cable, for various heights and
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horizontal distances. These values were produced in a tabular form as described in
Appendix A2. Then, for a given two cable configuration, a height Y was chosen
and the program completed for each cable. The various horizontal distances X 1 for
one cable were matched with corresponding horizontal distances X 2 for the second
cable, to give the required base. The total excess llft to hold the configuration in
each position was obtained by adding to two vertical components of tension, and the
configuration was solved when this value matched the given excess lift of the system.
The drag force was calculated from the horizontal components of tension and, using
the aerodynamic characteristics of the balloon, the wind speed necessary to hold the
configuration in this position was obtained. The height was then reduced and the
process repeated to determine a new horizontal position and wind speed. Eventually,
the height was such that one cable had some slack on the ground, and so the stability
determination was stopped, since now the balloon effectively swung on a single cable.
A typical example of the solution is given in Appendix A2.
The key to the solution is the simplification resulting from the assumption of a constant
excess lifto This assumption allows the cable parameters to be matched, at each height,
to equal this known lift force. The examples of Section 4.2 are all calculated using
this technique. However, it was also required that the effect of balloon aerodynamic
llft be examined and so, in Section 4.3, an example of a single configuration is
examined, using the full equations with the solution determined by the method of
Appendix A1.
Two Cable Examples, with Constant Excess Lift Force
In the following examples, the same balloon, called Balloon B, is used in each case.
The total buoyant lift was determined as 500 pounds for a 24 ft diameter spherical
balloon. Putting the balloon and its fittings as weighing 225 pounds and the payload
weight as 200 pounds, gives an excess llft force of 75 pounds. This value will be kept
constant for all the examples of this section. This force must support the cables and
wi II be equal to the total vertical components of the tensions at the top of the cables.
The cross-sectional area of the balloon S calculates as 486 square feet, and the drag
is given by,
V 2D = I/2 p S C D
The velocity is obtained from the total drag force by rearranging and substituting in
the relationship
V = 2.44 D1/2 (46)
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for air at standard density, and with the drag coefficient C D as 0.3.
Equation (46) will be used to determine the wind velocity, once the total drag force has
been found by matching the two cable parameters to give the required total lift.
Configuration A, Two Equal Cables, Tethered in the Wind Direction Axis
This configuration is sketched in the inset of Figure 13, where the dimensions of the
first example, called A1, are given. The two cables are 1200 ft long, and weigh 0.02
pound/fto The base distance for the tethering points was set at 1000 ft. Figures 13 and
14 show the results for the balloon position with a varying wind velocity in the direction
of the tethering base line. As the wind speed increases, the balloon quickly moves from
the central equilibrium position. In Figure 14, the performance of the configuration
is compared to an example where the same balloon is flown as a single cable, the same
as one of those used in Configuration A1. This latter figure shows the additional
stability of the two cable system, but also indicates the low wind velocity range. When
the wind speed exceeds 10 fps for this configuration, the downwind cable is so slack
that it falls on the ground. The cable then is only acting as extra payload, of just less
than its total weight of 24 pounds, and the balloon is swinging on the upstream cable,
as for the single cable example.
To provide a more stable configuration, the base distance was increased to 1600 ft for
the same balloon and cables, and the process of determining the position of the balloon
with wind speed was repeated. The resultant values are plotted in Figures 15 to 18.
Here the wind velocity could increase to nearly 15 fps before the downstream cable goes
slack. Figure 15 shows the better stability with wind than for the single cable system°
Figure 16 is a plot of the balloon position, with the various wind speed points marked.
it shows how the system is very stable up to a wind speed of 10 fps, above which the
balloon moves significantly with a small change in wind velocity. Figures 17 and 18
present the cable tension and angles at the balloon. The tensions do not become
excessive within the 15 fps range, and the results show how the tension of the downstream
cable falls with the increasing windspeed.
This study of the first configuration shows how the use of a downstream cable provides
an initial stability to the configuration. However, once the wind velocity increases
so that this cable goes slack, then the system behaves as a single cable configuration
with very little stability. The tethering points must be set far apart, to allow such a
system to be used in the highest wind conditions, so as to provide a high tension in both
cables. For a real system, the downstream cable does not need to be as massive as the
upstream cable, which will have to be designed to take the whole lifting force alone.
The use of a lifting balloon, to increase the aerodynamic lift, will form a more stable
system, but a very high lift coefficient will be required if a sufficient lifting force is
to be developed at low wind speeds, before the downstream cable goes slack.
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4.2.2 Configuration B, Two Equal Cables, Tethered Normal to the Wind Direction Axis.
In this configuration, the two cables are again equal, but they are arrangedso that the
tethering baseline is normal to the wind direction. Because of the natural wander of
a balloon and cable system, as mentioned in Section 3.0, it will be necessary to provide
lateral stability by cables normal to the direction of the wind. The cables are as for
the previous examples; 1200 feet long and 0.02 pound/ft weight. The base distance,
now normal to the wind direction, was set at 1000 feet, and the resultant stability
with varying wind speed was calculated. The results are shown in Figure 19 where
they are compared to the values for a single cable configuration as before. In Figure 20
the tensions at the top of the cables, for the respective systems, are shown; that for
the single cable being divided by two, to allow a direct comparison.
The results of Figure 15 show that the stabilities of both systems are almost identical.
Because the two cable systems allow a shorter effective cable length, the final
deflection of the two cable system is reduced. However, these calculations show that
for a wind speed up to 20 fps, the horizontal deflection for the two cable system is
greater° The tensions in the cables, Figure 20, show similar results.
On the basis of these results, it is argued that three-dimensional arrays, with equal
side tethering, with respect to the wind direction, can be treated as an equivalent
two-dimensional array in the wind direction.
4.2.3 Configuration C, Two Unequal Cables Tethered in the Wind Direction Axis, With
Both Cables Upstream of the Balloon.
This system is sketched in the inset of Figure 21, and consists of two unequal cables.
One is short and heavier than the other, and both are set to be upstream of the balloon.
This system is not feasible when there is no wind, since the balloon will move over the
nearer tethering point, to assume an equilibrium position between the two tethering
points. However, the reasoning behind this system was that a slight wind would carry
the balloon downstream, where it would adopt a fairly stable position. The shorter
cable was made thicker, since it was believed that it would take the llft force and
that the long thin cable would hold the configuration stable. The configuration of
this example consisted of one cable 800 feet long weighing 0.04 pound/ft, and a
longer cable, 1800 feet long weighing 0.005 pound/ft. They were set with the tethering
points 1484 feet apart. This figure was chosen as typical for the setup considered, and,
in fact, arose for fitting together the two cables at the selected altitude starting point
of 774 ft. The tension in the short cable was set to give a vertical component of 60
pounds, and the tension in the longer, lighter cable was chosen to have a vertical
component of 15 pounds. The distance between the tethering points was then found at
the given value. If another distance had been chosen, then the system would not have
fitted these design loads for a low wind velocity.
In practice, the system performance was not exactly as expected. Figures 21 and 22
show the position of the balloon with increasing wind speed° The balloon moves
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horizontally at first, holds a reasonably stable position over a wind speed range of 12
to 20 fps, and then starts to fall. The balloon remains within a 20 foot square for
wind speeds of 12 to 25 fps, which is very stable, considering the length of cables.
Figures 23 and 24 show the tensions and angles of the cable at the balloon. The tension
in the short cable quickly falls to 32 pounds, the weight of the cable, at a wind velocity
near 25 fps. Then the short cable rests on the ground, and the position of the balloon
is determined by the long cable alone. The tension in this cable has risen rapidly to
near 150 pounds at the small angles of inclination of this configuration that occur at
this wind speed.
The design is seen to be basically wrong, because the lighter cable has to take a greater
load once the wind speed is above 18 fps. This cable should obviously be at least as
heavy as the shorter cable, if the configuration is to be operated in wind speeds greater
than a slight breeze.
Configuration D, Two Unequal Cables, Tethered in the Wind Direction Axis, With
the Shorter Cable Downstream of the Balloon.
This system is sketched in the inset of Figure 25, and shows the same two cables used in
Configuration C, to allow a direct comparison. This system is similar to Configuration A,
but with unequal cables. Because the configuration is unsymmetrical, the system has a
different stability when the wind direction reverses, and so the negative wind velocity
performance was also calculated. The tables of cable performance were matched again
for various heights, on the basis of a base distance of 2000 ft, and a lift force of 75
pounds, and the resultant values of the wind velocity and balloon position are shown in
Figures 25 and 26.
This configuration is immediately seen to be the most stable of all those considered. The
balloon remained within a 20 foot square for a range of wind velocities for - 5 to +20 fps.
At higher velocities, the shorter cable becomes slack, and the balloon is effectively
supported on the long cable, as before. The opposite effect is observed at negative
wind velocities, and the balloon then swings down on the shorter cable. The tensions
and the angles at the top of the cables are shown in Figures 27 and 28. The tension in the
long cable does not rise with increasing wind velocity as quickly as for Configuration C,
but this is only because the shorter cable remains taut over a greater wind velocity range.
Eventually, it reaches the same high value as before, when the shorter, heavier cable
becomes slack.
Once again the wrong assumptions concerning the cable weights were made. The long
cable had to take a greater strain as the wind velocity increased, and it became the
key cable for positioning the balloon. Any large increase in wind velocity reduced
the load in the short cable, and so it was not likely to break in a gust.
This final configuration is the most stable_ the position of the balloon, and the cable
tensions and angles all change slowly with an increasing wind, and stay within a narrow
range for a wide range of the wind velocity.
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4.3 Two Cable Example, Including the Aerodynamic Lift of the Balloon
For this example, the Configuration D was used again, but this time the balloon was
allowed to generate aerodynamic lift. The method of Appendix A| was used to obtain
the solution and the resultant stability curves, when the aerodynamic lift coefficients
were 0.4, 0.2, and 0.0 are shown in Figure 29° The complete program was run with
the lift coefficient zero, to allow a comparison with the results obtained in Section 4.2.4.
Examination of the results showed that the position of the balloon calculated, for when
the lift coefficient was zero, only differs by a maximum of two ft in either axis from
the previously calculated values. Since the method used in this section does depend
upon examination and interpolation of a series of results, this must be regarded as
very good agreement, and, further, it would not be fair to re-examlne the results to
produce better agreement.
Only the three complete calculations were run, with the cables as for Configuration D
and the balloon lift coefficients at 0.0, 0.2, and 0.4, because of the time necessary
to complete the computations, and also because the results were immediately obvious
from this sample analysis. The use of the aerodynamic balloon lift more than doubled
the range of wind velocity over which the balloon system could be operated, and, in
fact, the examples with aerodynamic lift are inherently stable in any wind velocity.
The condition for this stability will now be derived.
As the lift force increases, the cables are drawn tight, and eventually they will become
straight between the tethering points and the balloon. So long as the lift forces always
remain greater than a fixed fraction of the drag force, then the two cables will remain
taut, and the downstream cable will not go slack. Consider the system with the cables
taut, and let the tensions in the cables at the balloon be T 1 and T 2, where the suffixes
1 and 2 refer to the upstream and the downstream cables respectively. Then if the
cables make angles B. and 02 with the horizontal at the balloon, the components ofI
the tension can be equated to the total lift L and drag D of the balloon.
L = T 1 sin B1 +T 2 sin B2 (47)
D = T I cos B1 - T 2 cos e2 (48)
Multiplying Equation (48) by tan B1 and subtracting from Equation (47),
L-DtanB 1 = T2(slnB 2+cosB 2tanB1) (49)
The downstream cable will go slack when the tension T 2 is zero or negative. This
condition is given by,
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-_- < tan e 1 (50)
In fact, the cable will go slack before the tension becomes zero, since once it is
unable to support the weight of the cable, "some will fall on the ground. This will
occur when,
T2 _w 2 ,_2/sinB2 (51)
and the condition for this to occur is now,
L - D tan e2 __w 2 _2 1 + \tan e2
(52)
The free lift force of the ballon isincluded in L, as well as the aerodynamic lift
force, and it will generally be as great as the rhs of the inequality (52). Therefore,
the approximate expression (50) can be used to estimate for inherent stability, by
considering the aerodynamic lift force only.
For the example considered here, when the aerodynamic lift coefficient was 0.4, in the
limit, the ratio of the Lift to Drag becomes 1 °333 including only the aerodynamic
forces. For the other example with the llft coefficient of 0.3, this ratio is 0.667.
The configuration is such that the tangent of the angle e 1 when the configuration is
pulled taut, is
tan 01 = 719/1650 = 0.436
Since this value is much less than the Lift-Drag ratio, both configurations with
aerodynamic llft will be inherently stable with increasing wind speed.
For a real balloon system, the drag coefficient will depend, in part1 on the llft
coefficient. Therefore, this example is not a true representation since the drag
coefficient was kept constant for all cases. However, these results do indicate the
stabilizing effect of aerodynamic lift of the balloon.
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5.0 DESIGNOF MULTI-CABLECONFIGURATIONS
On the basisof the precedinganalysisandthe examplesin Section4.0, the rulesfor
designof a multi-cable balloon array canbe determined. First it is essentialto
determine the objective of the balloon flying program. If, as is the general case
consideredhere, the objective is to place instrumentsat a given point, then the
exact conditions underwhich the systemwill be flown mustbe formulated. For example
the exact rangeof the wind velocity to beusedmustbe considered, or else specified
for a given system_Then the configurationwill be restricted to operation within these
limits.
The analyses were all restricted to examples for the static equilibrium case only. The
equations for the dynamic stability derivatives were not derived, since it was determined
that they would be very complicated, even on the assumption of constant cable length.
Further, this assumption could not be justified in determining the reaction of a given
system to a sudden gust loading, since the configuration will immediately react by
allowing the cables to stretch. The examination of the actual balloon system used by
NASA, reported in Appendix B, indicates that the use of a single length of cable, to
attach the balloon to the top of the multi-cable system, provides a shock absorber
action. Any sudden gusts cause the balloon to move sharply on this single length of
cable, while the cable system and the hanging instruments remain fairly stable.
The balloons will be operated at various ground altitudes, and the changes in the
atmospheric properties can cause the excess llft of the system to be reduced. The effect
of changes in the air temperature and pressure must be considered when designing a
configuration. However, the changes in excess lift will not normally be critical for
small changes in the air properties, since most balloons will contain an expansion
section, which will allow the balloon to be inflated to a larger volume in atmospheric
low density conditions. This expansion should allow the excess lift to remain near
the design figure.
The analysis of the various configurations considered here allows certain design points to
be specified. However, it must always be remembered that the aerodynamic drag
of the cables was neglected in these studies, and, for real systems, it will always
cause the system to be less stable than the calculated values.
The first point that can be specified, is that for the most stable system, a three dimensional
array lined up in the wind direction will be required. The prevailing wind conditions
will help in determining the basic layout, but the tethering points should be made mobile,
if at all possible. A study of the ground conditions, such as mud, swamp, ordry land,
and including the possible effects of the climate, should determine the limits on moving
the tethering points.
The cable system must eliminate the balloon wander, and the use of equal cables set on
each side of the wind direction axis will help in this respect. The system will then be
3O
reduced, for analysis purposes, to a single plane system in the wind direction axis. The
use of three cables, in this plane, is obviously redundant and a simple equivalent two
cable system, such as considered in Section 4.2, will result. Either one, or both, of
these cables will represent a double cable system, to provide the lateral stability of the
configuration, and so the complete system will consist of elther three or four cables.
The obvious conclusion is to use a classic three cable arrangement, which could, perhaps,
have been guessed as the most suitable by a logical examination of the problem. However,
the preceding analyses and examples do allow more definite details of the system to be
determlned. The configuration will be symmetrlcal about the wind direction, and the
upstream cable ( or cables) will be considerably longer than the downstream cables
(or cable). The two possible configurations are sketched in Figure 30.
The effect of the wind drag of the balloon is to cause a high tension to the upstream
cable (S)o The pattern of Figure 30a has two long upstream cables, and consequently
these will each be near half the weight of the single upstream cable of Figure 30b. The
former configurations, including the single short downstream cable, will probably be
easier to handle in the field because of the reduced weight of the long cables. For the
configuration in Figure 30b, the upstream cable could be excessively heavy to handle
over rough ground. The first configuration will have more lateral stability as the wind
speed increases, since the tension in the two upstream cables will rise. However, the
second configuration will be more stable at yery low wind speeds since the configurations
will be designed so that the majority of the I_ft Force is taken by the downstream cables
at low wind speeds. But if the wind speed should increase such that the downstream
cables go slack, then this second configuration will be very unstable. This instability
will be serious since it will coincide with the occurance of the highest and most
critical loading of the system. For the first system, this loss of lateral stability will
occur if the wind direction reverses. On the basis of this analysis, the configuration
of Figure 30a is recommended as the most suitable.
Most practical configurations will also have a vertical cable below the balloon, which
will be used for handling and attaching instruments to. In the normal flying position_
this cable will not be used to locate the balloon, and so will be considered as part of
the payload weight in any calculations°
A given system wi II be made more stable at high wind velocities by providing aerodynamic
lift due to the balloon. This lift will depend on the aerodynamic characteristics of the
balloon, and the effect of induced drag must not be forgotten. Provided that the lift
force on the configuration is normally much greater than the drag force, then the system
will be inherently stable. The approximate condition for this stability is given by the
angle, whose tangent is the lift force over the drag force, being always greater than
the angle of the upstream cable at the balloon when the cable system is pulled taut.
This was seen with the example of Section 4.3, where the balloon quickly adopted a
position with both cables stretched tight as the wind speed increased.
The problems of launching and handling high lift balloons must next be considered_
because of the dangers of damage due to contact with the ground_ and the difficulties
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of getting the systemto adopt the correct configuration. The optimum system for
launching the balloon would be to let up the balloon, set at its correct lift configuration
by paying out all the stabilizing cables simultaneously. However, an alternative system
would involve launching the balloon trimmed to provide the minimum aerodynamic llft,
and to reduce the loads on the cables and winches during the critical launch period.
The balloon will then initially fly far downstream of the required position with the
aerodynamic lift. The balloon should then be adjusted to increase the lift coefficient,
and, by paying out the downstream stabilizing cables, allowed to move upstream.
This is assuming that the upstream cables are already set at the required length. The
balloon must not be winched upstream on the cables, as this will shorten them below
the design length.
It will probably prove more suitable to lay out the required length of the upstream
stabilizing cables, and to launch the balloon on the handling cable, with the upstream
cables fixed at the correct length. The balloon is swung up on these cables, and finally
the downstream cables are fixed when the balloon acquires the required altitude. The
objectives should be to get the balloon up and away from the ground as quickly as
possible, and to ensure that the upstream cables are never run out more than the required
length. This will avoid winching the balloon upstream once it is set up in the air. The
real key to flying the configuration will be to ensure that the long upstream cables are
properly positioned, with respect to the wind direction, and that the correctly calculated
length of cable is used.
In the case of balloons used for acoustic measurements of rocket noise, the balloons will
generally have to be positioned upstream of the rocket, otherwise the cables could stretch
across the exhaust gas flowo This will not be as bad as it seems on first sight, since the
balloon could either be positioned to one side of the rocket, or the upstream cables
could be made sufficiently long that the balloon cannot actually swing into the flow.
Further, as a final point, if one cable should break, the balloon will swing to one
side of the exhaust gas. Figure 31 illustrates these points.
A final note concerns the use of multi-balloon arrays. These are configurations where
two or more balloons are flown with linked cables. A preliminary examination indicates
that such a system should be more stable than a system using a single balloon. More
cables will be required, but the more complex configuration will allow different wind
conditions to be supported by different combinations of the cables. However, the
problems of handling such a system could be excessive, and the difficulties of controlling
all the cables simultaneously will require an increase in manpower and organization.
Therefore, it would appear to be most suitable to fly single unlinked balloons, which
can be positioned individually. Although it will probably take longer to launch the
necessary number of balloons, the overall system will be more versatile. For example,
it will only be necessary to bring down a portion of the instrumentation for repairs or
adjustments, and also the system will be more adaptable to ground variations. Also, if
it is necessary to string up several vertical arrays of instruments near each other, the
use of an extra large single balloon, with the instruments hanging from the tethering
cables, seems more appropriate.
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6.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS
A basic analysisof a single balloon cable, both including and neglecting the aerodynamic
forces on the cable due to the wind, has been presented in this report. The relationships
for the equilibrium configuration of the cable were applied to the study of multi-cable
configurations, and the following points were determined.
a. The aerodynamic drag of the cable can generally be neglected, as having a small
effect on the stability of the cable and balloon system. This result simplifies the
basic analysis of the configuration; however, it must be remembered that the
additional effect of the aerodynamic drag on the balloon systems will reduce the
stability below the calculated values.
bo The analysis of multi-cable configurations can be completed by reducing the
system to suitable two-dimensional arrays. These arrays are determined by
studying the equilibrium position of the configuration with zero wind velocity,
and then projecting the cables to the given planes. The behavior of the system in
these planes will then be considered for various velocity components, to produce
the complete stability of the system with wind velocity. This method is only
suitable for symmetrical arrays in practice, so that the movement in one chosen
plane can be considered as independent of the motion in the other chosen plane.
Co The best configuration, for the stable flying of instruments, will be with the main
axis of the configuration in the direction of the wind. For optimum stability and
simplicity, the arrangement will be two long cables set upstream of the balloon,
and one shorter cable downstream of the balloon. The two upstream cables also
provide the lateral stability by being placed symmetrically at equal but opposite
angles to the wind direction axis.
do Each cable configuration, without balloon aerodynamic lift, will have an upper
velocity limit, above which the downstream cable will go slack, and the balloon
will swing on the upstream cables as for a single cable system.
e. Aerodynamic lift due to the balloon will provide more stability, and will extend
the wind velocity range of operation of the configuration. However, care must
be taken to ensure that the induced drag does not become too large, and that the
tensions in the cables increase beyond the design case. If the base distance of
the configuration is great enough, then it is possible to design a system which
is inherently always stable at all wind speeds.
f. The difficulties of handling the balloon systems have been mentioned, particularly
the problem of launching the balloons with aerodynamic lift. A technique
involving control by the upstream cables is recommended.
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g. Multi-balloon systems will be more simply flown and operated singly and not tied
together in an array. Although this array would probably be more stable, the
complications of flying the arrangement will require more sophisticated methods
of controlling the cables.
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APPENDIXA
SOLUTIONOF MULTI-CABLECONFIGURATIONS, SINGLECABLEBEHAVIOR,AND
COMPUTERPROGRAMS
A.1 Solution for Two Cable Configuration
The basic equations for solution of a two cable system, set with the tethering points
axes in the wind directions, are given in Section 4.1 and repeated here,
D = aril -brl2 (42)
L-W =aql _I +brl2 _2 (43)
The height Y for each cable is the some
Y = ql c (1+_1 - I + _1 - ql]
21J2[ / 1 211J2- (44)rl2d (1+ _2 ) - 1 + _2
and the distance between the tethering points is fixed
X = X 1 +X 2
= c ql sinh-1
+ drl2
._l_] (45)sinh-1 _2- sinh-1 _2- q
L and the drag D can be calculated; therefore,For a given wind velocity, the lift
there are four simultaneous equations with four unknowns rll , rl2 , _1 , and _2"
Thus, a solution for the height Y and position of the balloon X 1 can be obtained. In
practice, since the equations are nonlinear, a solution cannot be obtained by a simple
substitution. The difficulty of solving for such cable configurations was avoided in
Section 4.2 by considering a balloon with no aerodynamic llft. Then, no matter what
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the wind speed was, two cables could be matched, for the same height Y, using the
total vertical components of the tensions to equal the llft force. The drag force was
then obtained, and the wind velocity found. The program used to calculate the cable
shape and tension components is given in the second part of this Appendix.
However, when the balloon has an aerodynamic lift force dependent on velocity, then
the vertical lift force is not known until the wind velocity is fixed. Therefore, the
following digital computer program was written to allow a solution to be found for the
above set of equations by inspection. At each wind velocity chosen, the aerodynamic
forces of the balloon were calculated, and a range of possible values for the functions
_1' and rll was defined. Taking these values in pairs the program first calculates
the corresponding values of the functlons _2 and r12.
ar11 -D
r12 = b (A1)
L-W-arll '_I
_2 - a r11- D (A2)
If these latter two results are positive, then these four values are used to calculate the
two heights of the cable Vl and V2' and these values are compared. If they agree to
within a predetermined amount the program continues to calculate the two horizontal
distances X 1 and X2. These values are added to give a value for the total horizontal
distance X o If this value agreed, within a defined error, with the actual base distance
of the configuration to be solved, then the program prints out the values of the calculated
dlstancesXl'Vl'and Y2' as well as certain other parameters, such as the angles of the
first cable at the balloon° By suitably choosing the limits on the agreement of the
calculated lengths, only a few results are eventually written for the thousands of
pairs of original values used. These results are then examined and for each value of the
drag force, an interpolation gives the point where the two heights, Vl and Y2' are
equal. The corresponding value of the total base distance X and the base distance of
the first cable X 1 are then determined. The values for the total base distances, one
for each value of the drag force, are then examined and interpolated to find the point
where the base distance X equals the given value for the configuration. The position of
the balloon, as X and Y , is then determined from the individual values obtained
1
for each value of the drag force.
Table II is a flow diagram of the program, and Figure 32 is the actual computer program
used for the example of Section 4.3. Examination of the program will show that every
effort was made to reduce the amount of work, by having checks at each stage of the
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TABLE II
FLOW DIAGRAM OF PROGRAM POT 21
PROGRAM POT 21
I •
2.
3.
4.
5.
•
o
8.
•
10.
11.
12.
For each wind velocity, calculate the aerodynamic forces of the
balloon, and calculate the excess lift.
Take value of the drag component of Number 1 cable (T 1 cos el) 1 .
Take value of the angle of Number 1 cable (91)
Calculate ql ' 41 ' q2' and 42 .
Calculate Y1 and Y2"
Compare Vl and Y2' if within prescribed limits continue, otherwise
back to 3 for next angle.
Calculate X 1 and X 2, and add to give X•
Compare X with given base distance; if within prescribed limits
compare, otherwise back to 3 for next angle.
Write out X , X 1, Y1 ' andY2.
Go back to 3 for next angle, unless all angles used, then continue.
Go back to 2 for next drag component, unless all drag components
used, then continue.
Go back to 1 for next velocity, unless all velocities used, then PAUSE
computation to eliminate unsuitable answers. Even so, a typical program to calculate
the equilibrium point for the configuration at nine different wind speeds required 1.25
hours of computer time on the Wyle Laboratories CDC 3200 digital computer. Figure 33
shows some typical outputs from the program. First the conditions of the balloon and
cable systems are given, and then the calculated results for zero wind speed. These
are followed by two sets of results for a wind speed of 20 fps with the balloon aerodynamic
lift coefficient set at zero and 0.4, respectively. In each example the estimated
equilibrium cases are noted along side.
A large number of pairs of variables was taken; some 24,000 at each wind velocity.
Errors of up to _+2 ft in the balloon position were observed for the example where the
Configuration D with no aerodynamic lift was compared to the results obtained by the
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A2
method of matching the two cables. The use of this program POT 21 was limited to the
single configuration of Section 4.3 and the MSFC balloon of Appendix B.
Single Cable Behavior
When the aerodynamic lift of the balloon was eliminated, by considering non-llftlng
balloons, the solution of multi-cable configurations was found by matching cable
parameters. The configuration was always considered as, or reduced to, a simple two
cable system set in the mean wind direction, and the aerodynamic drag of the cable
was further neglected. This approach allowed quick and accurate solutions to the several
two-cable configurations used in Section 4 to determine the basic characteristics of such
systems.
In this section, the basic equations are rearranged to give the required parameters, and
the computer program developed to obtain the tabulated values is presented. Basically,
a list of the cable tension, its components, angle of the top of the cable, and the
horizontal distance from the tethering point, for a given height to the top of the cable
is required. Then the results for the two cables of the chosen example were matched on
the basis of the tethering locations, and the position of the balloon determined when
the vertical components of tension added to give the required lift. The drag force was
then quickly attained, and the resultant wind velocity found. This process was repeated
at various balloon heights to obtain the complete stability curve of the system with
velocity.
Expanding and squaring equation(35) gives
{ Yw } =2 ITlSlnel- w'_12 +1T 1 cos81 - sece 1 T 1 cose 1
which after further expansion and simplification reduces to
_ _ y2)T w( ,_2
1 2 (,_ sin e - y)
(A3)
The horizontal distance of the top of the cable to the tethering point is given by
Equation(36), which is repeated here,
T1 cos 81
X =
w t]sinh -1 (tanel) -sinh -1 ane 1 - T 1 cose 1 (36)
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Thena computerprogramwaswritten which accomplishedthe following calculations.
For a given height Y and cable length _ and weight per unit length
the top of the cable 01 wasvaried. For eachvalue of the angle 01
calculated,
w, the angle at
the program
1. The tensionT1using Equation(A3)
2. The horizontal distance X usingEquation(36)
3. The vertical and horizontal componentsof the tensionasT1 sin 01 andT1 cose1.
Thesevalues were then tabulated, and usedto matchtwo cablesto solve for the
configuration at that height.
A lower limit on the cable angle e1
( ,_ sin e - y)
occurs when the value of the factor
(A4)
in Equation (A3) is reduced to zero, and then goes negative. At this point, the tension
T 1, which was increasing with angle decreasing, becomes infinite. Angles of el,
below this value, are not physically possible for the given cable length and height Y,
since at this limit, the cable is stretched tight between the tethering point and the
balloon.
An upper limit of cable angle also occurs where the cable, while making the required
angle at its top, only achieves this, at the chosen height, by some cable falling slack
on the ground. This limit is determined by the factor
an e I - T 1 cos 91
(AS)
being negative.
The program was designed to start with the angle 01 at 89 degrees, and to check if the
factor (AS) was positive. If it were negative the program continued to the next smaller
value of the angle 01 . When the factor (A5) was determined as positive, the program
calculated the tension, its components, and the horizontal distance. The program
stopped when the value of the factor (A4) became zero or went negative. Then the
value of the height V was changed and the program started again with the angle e 1
equal to 89 degrees. This program was written in Fortran 4 and is shown in Figure 34.
Figure 35 is a typical output, and is for the cable used in example A2 of Section 4.2.1.
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The completebehavior can be determinedby taking a suitable rangeof heightsfor the
top position of the cable. Theresultsobtainedfor a cable 1600ft long, and weighing
0.01 pound/ft, are given in Figure 36. This figure shows the horizontal base length
of the cable plotted against the angle that the cable makes at the balloon, for various
heights of the top oF the cable, as the solid lines running across the graph. The right
hand side of the figure is limited by that point where the cable becomes slack, so some
must lie on the ground. The left hand side is limited by the cable becoming stretched
tight. The solid llne marked (Lift = 25 pounds) is for a constant vertical component of
25 pounds tension, and represents the behavior of such a cable when a balloon, with
an excess lift of 25 pounds, is flown on it. The right hand limitation occurs when the
vertical llft component of cable tension equals 16 pounds, which is the weight of the
cable. The left hand broken line is for infinite cable tension. The lines of constant
tension converge at the points where 01 equals 90 degrees and zero degrees.
Figure 37 is a graphlcal solution for one position of Configuration A2. This setup
uses two identical cables as for the example of the output for the single cable program
and is for the height used in this example of Figure 35. The values of the vertical
component of the tension are plotted in Figure 37 for the various horizontal distances
possible under this configuration and at the given height of 856 feet. The horizontal
distance for the second similar cable is obtained by subtraction from the base distance.
The total vertical force is found by simple addition of the two components, and the
resultant position of the conflguraHon obtained by equating this total force component
to the balloon llft of 75 pounds. In practice, it is simplest to work using a table rather
than a graph, as shown in Figure 38, which is for the same example. The figures are
rounded to the nearest whole integer, and the accuracy can be seen by examining the
actual numbers. Because the vertical tension component of the second cable is varying
so slowly at the equilibrium point, the exact position of the balloon is quickly determined.
The calculation is completed to give the required drag and wind velocity.
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APPENDIX B
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER BALLOON
B1
The sound field produced by large solid rocket engines, firing vertically upwards, is
being measured as port of the acoustic measurement program of NASA, A_SFC. The
results are obtained using an array of microphones, hung from a balloon and positioned
near the exhaust flow. For a recent firing, two such arrays were erected and measure-
ments obtained for two vertical axes. The basic system used is described below, where
the dimensions and normal flying procedure are given. These values are used, with the
programs developed in the main body of this report, to calculate the flying characteris-
tics of the balloon and cable system. The existing configuration is:criticized and an
alternative arrangement, with better stability, is recommended.
Description of the MSFC Balloon System
The balloon used for this acoustic measurement program is a commercial aerofoil kite
balloon, and the normal operating configuration is shown in Figure 39. The balloon
flies on a 100 ft length of 0.25 inch diameter nylon cable, to which are attached three
5/32 inch diameter nylon stabilizing cables. (These latter cables are labeled a in
Figure 39.) This extra 100 ft length of cable allows the balloon some wander, which
acts as a shock absorber to sudden wind velocity changes or gusts, and so increases the
stability of the microphone system. A 0.25 inch diameter nylon cable, (b in Figure 39),
is used to launch the balloon, and a similar cable (c in Figure 39) is used to support the
microphone array, which hangs from the apex where the three stabilizing cables meet.
A final 5/32 inch diameter cable (d in Figure 39) acts as a rlpcord to save the balloon,
should it break away. The three stabilizing cables are spread at equal angles, and a
nominal base distance of 200 ft is used, although this distance is varied to suit the
particular terrain. The balloon is normally flown at an altitude of 1000 to 1100 ft.
A second configuration, where one of the 5/32 inch diameter cables is omitted and the
launch cable acts as a stabilizing cable, is used to fly the balloon at an altitude of
600 ft.
The balloon flies at a very high angle of incidence, near 40 degrees, at zero wind
speed. Then, as the wind increases, the forces on the horizontal stabilizing fins cause
the tall of the balloon to lift and the angle of incidence to decrease. Despite the
resultant decrease in the aerodynamic llft coefficient, the total aerodynamic lift force
of the balloon increases as the wind speed increases. At a wind speed of 40 fps, the
balloon finally attains a near horizontal position. The high incidence at low wind
speeds decreases as the wind speed increases, although the drag force increases. This
mode of flying is designed to provide a stable system with the balloon flown on one cable,
downstream of the tethering point, like a kite. At the slowest wind speeds, the top fin
is left off, since it is blanketed by the balloon at angles of incidence greater than
approximately 15 degrees. This reduces the drag force, and also the weight of the balloon
which provides a greater excess llft force.
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Theadditional stabilizing cableswere providedbecausethe stability of the systemon a
single cable wasnot generally satisfactory. However, the characteristicsof the balloon
and the flying techniquesusedare such that the advantagesof the additional cablesare
not fully achieved. Theballoon is normallywinched out on the 0.25 inch diameter
cable, and then the stabilizing cablesare adjustedto place the balloon and the micro-
phonearray at the required position. In the configuration used at the lower altitudes,
the 0.25 inch diameter winch cable replaces one of the stabilizing cables. The result
of the adjustments is that the cable system normally adopts an attitude where the balloon
is effectively flying on one cable alone. The other two stabilizing cables are nominally
taut, but they only restrict excessive sideways wander of the balloon, and have little
effect on any initial movement from the equilibrium position. This instability is not
helped by the small distances, compared to the height of the balloon, between the
tethering points.
The values for the balloon and cable dimensions used in the calculations are listed below
Balloon - Length 37 ft 6 in
Maximum dia. 13 ft 9 in
Volume 3400 cu ft
Excess Lift 100 Ibs
The value for the excess lift is the value given by the manufacturer of the balloon. The
calculated value, based on the given volume of the balloon and using helium at atmos-
pheric pressures and temperatures, gives a calculated lift of 138 pounds. The additional
38 pounds is therefore considered as the weight of the balloon rigging and the fin assembly.
Cables -
0.25 in. dia. nylon cable, 0.008 pound/ft
5/32 in. dia. nylon cable, 0.006 pound/ft
The weight of the cables in Figure 39 therefore calculates as,
Cable
a
b
d
Length (ft)
1100
1000
1100
Weight (pounds)
6.6 (each)
8.0
6.6
Microphone Cable -
The electric cable for each microphone was estimated as 0.003 pound/ft weight and each
microphone and bracket was estimated to weigh 0.8 pound. From these values the total
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weight of the payloadwascalculated, asshownin Table II!, to be40.0 pounds. This
payload is allowed for in the following calculations, by setting the excesslift at 60.0
pounds.
Ba Iloon Aerodynam ic Forces -
Examination of the manufacturer's specification, and analysis of the balloons flying
characteristics, suggests the following figures for the aerodynamic force parameters.
Area for lift calculation AI. = 366 ft 2
Area for drag calculations A D = 142 ft 2
B2
The coefficient of lift was estimated to be,
1.0 at a wind speed of 0 fps
0.5 at a wind speed of 20 fps
0.3 at a wind speed of 40 fps
A quadratic equation was fitted to these results to give the following estimated relation-
ship for calculating the lift coefficlent,
C L = 0.000375 V 2 - 0.0325V + 1.0 (B1)
The drag coefficient was estimated as given by a simple linear relationship between
the values of,
0.6 at a wind speed of 0 fps
0.3 at a wind speed of 40 fps
This is,
C o = 0.6 - 0.0075 V (B2)
These expressions for the aerodynamic force coefficients are shown in Figure 40, and
the resultant calculated aerodynamic forces for the MSFC balloon are given in Figure 41.
Balloon on a Single Cable
An initial analysis will be completed by considering the balloon as flying on a single
cable. The aerodynamic values estimated above will be used, and the balloon buoyant
lift of 100 pounds will be used. A payload of 40 pounds will be included, and the balloon
stability will be calculated by assuming that it is flying on a 1/4 inch diameter nylon
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TABLEIII
CALCULATION OF PAYLOADWEIGHTFORMSFCBALLOON
Microphone
(0.8 poundeach)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Lengthof Cable
(0.003 pound(ft)
CableWeight
PlusMicrophone
9OO
8OO
700
600
5OO
400
300
200
100
1000ft long 0.25 in. dia. supportcable
1100ft long 5/32 in. dia. ripcord
Ringsand fittings
TOTAL
3.5
3.2
2.9
2.6
2.3
2.0
1.7
1.4
1.1
Total
Weight (Ib)
20.7
8.0
6.6
4.7
40.0
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B3
cable, 0.008 pound,/ftweight, 1100ft long. Thevalues for the balloon and cable
were substituted into Equations (38) to (41) using the aerodynamic forces calculated
above. The position of the balloon with varying wind speed was determined, and the
results are shown in Figure 42. Examination of these results indicates the good stability
of the system, once the initial movement at low wind speeds is completed. The results
were calculated for two other values of the zero wind velocity excess litt, since the
experience with flying the balloon indicated that the system was only just capable of
supporting the cable and microphone system with the balloon at 1200 ft altitude. Thls
suggested that the actual free lift of the balloon was less than the calculated 60 pounds
with a payload of 40 pounds. Therefore, the results for a zero wind speed excess lift
of 40 and 20 pounds were determined, and these values are also shown on Figure 42.
In fact, because of the magnitude of the aerodynamic lift force developed, the effect
of changing the zero wlnd speed excess lift is small. The results show how the wind
causes the balloon to move rapidly downstream at first, as the wind velocity increases.
Then, as the aerodynamic lift force increases, the downstream movement is slowed,
and eventually for the highest speeds, near 40 fps, the balloon actually starts moving
upstream. The height of the balloon remains fairly constant_ for the 60 pound excess
llft case, the balloon only drops some 50 feet in altltude.
These results indicate the superior stability of a kite balloon on a single cable, over a
balloon with no aerodynamic lift, (compare with the results of Figure 10), but show that
the movement of the balloon can still be excessive at low wind velocity, and could be
critical in a shifting wind condition.
Balloon on Several Cables
The MSFC balloon is flown with three stabilizing cables, as described earlier in
Section B1. The values given there, including the estimated aerodynamic characteristics,
were then used in conjunction with the program described in Appendix A1, to solve for
the stability of the system with the balloon flown on two cables.
The first example considered was with the stabilizing cable tethering points fixed at the
corners of an equilateral triangle with sides 200 ft long. One cable was assumed to be
directly upstream, and the system was reduced to the two cable configurations by com-
bining the two downstream cables into a single double weight cable. By considering
the cables stretched taut, the length of the equivalent downstream cable was calculated
to be 1095 ft, and the base distance to be 172.5 ft. The equilibrium position_ with no
wind, would be with the base distance for the upstream cable X 1 as 115 ft, and the base
distance for the heavier, shorter downstream cable as 57.5 ft. These values were then
substituted into the program of Appendix A1, (Figure 32), with a slight modification
to allow for the varying aerodynamic lift and drag coefficients, as given by Equations
(B1) and (B2). The resultant calculated stability of the system is shown in Figure 43,
where the full lines are for both cables taut, and the broken line is for when the down-
stream cable is slack, and the balloon is swinging on the upstream cable alone. The
values for the latter condition were obtained by fairing the results obtained with both
cables taut, to the results of Figure 42 for the single cable example.
B4
The calculations indicated that the configuration is most unsatisfactory. The balloon
is held by the two cables in a wind with a speed up to 8 fps, above which the downstream
cable becomes slack. However, a certain amount of lateral stability will still be caused
by the two downstream cables, but the full advantages to the multi-cable configuration
are not achieved with this small base distance, which is typical of those used with the
actual balloon system.
The base distance was next increased to 400 ft, for the two-dimensional two-cable
system, to determine the effect of increasing the distance between the tethering points.
This example is equivalent to the tethering points being positioned at a distance of
464 ft apart. The cables were considered to be 1100 ft long, and the length of the
double weight equivalent cable calculated as 1075 ft. These values were used with
the program of Appendix A1, and the results obtained for the stability are shown in
Figure 44. Examination of this figure indicates that the configuration is much more
stable than that previously considered. The two cables are taut up to a wind speed of
27 fps where the downstream equivalent cable becomes slack and the balloon swings on
the single upstream cable as before. Up to 20 fps, the balloon remains practically sta-
tionary, with the horizontal displacement at 20 fps being only 14 ft from the equilibrium
position with zero wind. These results indicate the obvious increased stability obtained
by lengthening the tethering base distances by a factor of just over two.
A final example was considered where the base distance of the two-dlmensional two-
cable array was increased to 1200 ft. The height of the balloon was fixed as 1100 ft with
the cables taut and straight. This gives the length of the upstream cable as 1360 ft and
the double downstream cable as 1170 ft. The system is representative of a system of
three stabilizing cables as suggested by the discussion in Sect.on 5 of this report. The
longer upstream cable is supposedly equivalent to two long light cables set 30 degrees
to the system centerline, upon which the two cable representation is constructed. There-
fore, in this example, the upstream cable is twice the weight of the single downstream
cable. As explained in Section 5, this system should provide good lateral stability, and
also the largest loads will be taken by two cables, rather than the single upstream cable
of the previous two examples considered here. The values were again substituted into
the program and the results obtained are plotted in Figure 45.
This figure shows the very good stability of the system. The equilibrium position at zero
wind velocity is with the base distance of the upstream cable slightly shorter than the
nominal distance of 800 ft. This occurs because of the extra weight of the upstream
cable. An increasing wind causes the balloon to shift slightly downstream and to rise
due to the aerodynamic lift. The system then remains very stable up to the maximum
wind speed considered of 40 fps. The total horizontal movement of the balloon cal-
culated as 12 ft and the total vertical movement was found to be 7 ft.
Discussion and Concluding Remarks
The examination of the balloon configuration and flying technique used by NASA, MSFC
has shown that the optimum configuration is not normally used. The calculated performance
of the system indicates that it is very unstable. The full advantage of the stabilizing
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wires is not attained, and the balloon flies as if ona single cable for any wind speed
greater thana light breeze. Thisconfiguration is sobad that the automatic stabilizing
effects, due to the aerodynamicforce being greater than the aerodynamicdrag force,
are not realized.
In order to achieve a better stability, it is recommendedthat the systembe flown with a
greater distancebetweenthe tethering points. With the balloon at 1100ft altitude,
it is recommendedthat the balloon be operatedwith the distancebetween the tethering
paints increasedto at least500 ft, which shouldallow stableoperation in wind speeds
up to 25 fps.
Thealtitude of the balloon is determinedby the requirementsof the measurementpro-
gram, but to take full advantageof the stabilizing cables, the height shouldbe kept to
a minimum. Theeffect of the aerodynamiclift of the balloon is important, and far out-
weighsany performancegainsby reducing the excesslift. Therefore, every effort should
be madeto ensurethat the maximumaerodynamiclift force is attained. Theaerodynamic
drag force shouldobviously be reduced, asalso mustthe effect of the aerodynamicdrag
of the cablesand the payload. This latter force can be quite large from the microphones
normally carried, and sothis part of the systemshouldbe examinedto ensureno
extraneousdrag is introduced.
The problemsof handling, asdescribedin the discussionsection of the main report, also
apply here. It isapparent that difficulties will occur with a simpleproceduresuchas
presently used, which incorporateslaunchingthe balloon on a single cable . Thediffi-
culties of winching the balloon into the correct operating positionhave beenmentioned.
However, it will be evenmorecomplicated to attempt to launch the balloon by simul-
taneouslypayingout the stabilizing cables. Therefore, if care is taken to ensurethat
the two upstreamcables are located correctly and the required length is markedout, it
may prove possibleto launch the balloon by alternately letting out the two stabilizing
cablesand the main launchcable. Then, when the two upstream cables are extended
to the correct length, the launch cable can be moved downstream to act as the third
stabilizing cable.
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3200 FORTRAN (2o0)
........... PRO@RAM PoT_% ................................
G MSFC BALL(]{)N IT_RAT!VB PRO_S_
C WYLE LABORATORI=S RESEARC_ $1AFF
C PROGRAMMER - QICK
READ(BO_I)AL_CWI,CW_,CLIJCL_
1 FOHMAr(5(FIO.3))
READ(60+15)IH_TA_N
+ 15 FORMAT_F_O,I,JlU) ........
+ +
WRITE(61+2)AR,CL,CD,WI,+2
FQRHAT(_I_X_SH_REA=IF_Q,215X_H{_I.ELES=2_SX_._HCD=,FS__2L_X,3HWZ= ....
IFB._+SX_3MW_=,FS,2)
WRITE(61j3)ALnCwlaCw2,CLl_CL2
FORMAT(5XjSHLIFT=,F_.IPSXp4HCW$=tFS,4,SXI4HCW2=,FS.4,SX+3
ALIT=CH_*CLL
.... _L!T=CW_*GL_
CLIT=GL1
I)LIT=CL2
14
V=O,O
DO 9_ _=_,g
EL=AL-wZ'_2+O,OOl19*V*V*AR*CL
_R_Q.OOZ_9*V*V'_R'Cg
WRITE(bZ_4)V,QR,EL
F'ORMAT(ZMZ+_X_..L__LFJ,_O_L.ZzbHFT/SEC+/+_X,SHDRAG=+FIO.3,_HPOUN
ZDS+/_SX,12HEXCE_S L|FT=_F_O,3_bMPOUNDS_////)
WRITE(bL_%4)
FORMAT(IX,IUHTO[AL OASE,%XI_OHF|RST BASE,3X,BHHEIGHT i'3X,SHNEYGHT ..................
L 2+.SX+6HpRA+tLX+PM_NGLE L++X,4_+TAl++X_+H+TA_HXIt,4X,3HXI2)
TCOS=IS+D
FAC=I.011
i DO 50 I=I,4U0
_.+_ ETAI=rcuS/ALIF
ETA2=(ALIT*ETA%-DR)/BLIT
_- 59 DO 60 Jml,N
"-.___
TH=(TH_TA-O._'Z)/_7.29b
XII=SINF(TH)/GO_F(TH)
×I2=(ELoALI[*XII*kTA%)/(BLIT*ETA2}
. FI=XII-L,Q/=T_$
IF(FE)60_bD,51
52
• 58
53
IF(F2)60,bO,b2
Y_=CLIT*ETAL*(S_RTF{I.0*XIl*XII)-SQRTF(I.0+FI*FI))
IF(YE-CLIT*SI_F_TH))Sd,_8_6Q
Y2=UL|T*ETA2*(SNRIF(%.O*X_2*XI2)-$QRTF(_.Q*F2-F2))
IF(YI-Y2-_5.O)6U,bD,53
_|F{Y_-Y2-25.0)54,bO+6_ ........
54 XI=ETAI'CLIT'(ALOG(XII+SQRTF(XII*XIZ*I.0))-ALOG(FI+SQRTF(FI*F_*I.0
_)))
X2=ETA2*DL|I*(ALOG(XI2÷_QRTk (XI2*XI_÷I,0))-ALOG(F2+SQRTF(F2.F2÷I°O
1)))
X:Xl÷X2
__ ! t (X+-_L97_, q __U _b.O_5_ .............................
55 IF(X-202b. O)50,bO,BU
56 TH=_He57,290
WRITE(_I_IS)X_XI_Y1,Y2,{COS,TM,ETAI,ETA2,XII#XI2
13 FORMAT(4(_X,F_.z),3x,FB,2,2X,F6.%+4(IX+F6,3))
bO CONTINUE
50 TCOS=TCOS-FAC
40 V=V+5,0
PAUSE1
END
Figure 32. Computer Program POT 21, for Solution of Two-Cable Configuration
with Aerodynamic Lift.
AREA= 468.00 ¢L= .4U CD= .,_r wZ= Z2U.LIO w2= 2bb. O0
L If. T=500.O Ca1: ._VbO _WZ= .0<00 CLlr. I_OQ.U CLZ= dO0.O
VELOCITY= U_[/ObC
EXCESS L|FT= 7b. O00POUNDS
1976,6 1641,1 714.2 7?3.4 _3.3fl 33._ 2.2_4 ,6_7 .062 3.019
19_4.9 1647._ 7U0.5 72_,3
1976.2 i_.1 7_8.4 71d.7
1902.0 1638.6 7_I,2 _ 719.0
19_4,7 1637.3 7_4.7 _ 71/.6
1987,5 1636,1 728.1 71_.b
_ . 1643._ 211.D _-_ 716.4
1998.5 i650,_ 696,V 71/.3
1995,9 1642,2 71_.4 _ 7_._
1993.2 1033.6 73_._ /11.3
2004.1 1648.1 7U0.8 71_._
PnIll_ la_g./ 7_1ol 710.1
2007.0 1040.9 7U4.1 /11.1
_004.5 1030._ 724.4 707.Y
_0_9.9 1645.d 7o7.4 70_.9
2;15.2 10_2,_ hVO, 4 7no
_LLtt2,5 Z037.3 71/.6 lO_._
_012.9 104_.b 7_,7 7DO./
2016.9 1043,4 713,m
. 2_21.1 Z_d.m 691.8
2019.0 1042.J 717.1
2022.0 lo41.1 710._
........... l
......... c=
20._0 33,0 Z.269 .044 .649 _,995
2_._3 34.0 E.31_ ,631 .07_ 2,917
_0.68 33.5 2.3!4 .651 ,t)62 _.939
2_._J 33,0 _,314 ,0_1 .O49 2,_2
21.06 33,5 2.340 .ObR .662 2.900
_L.2g 33.5 2.36_ .606 .062 _.801
2_.29 33,0 d.36_ ,o06 ,U49 2,_74
?_._9 32,5 _.366 .6_5 .637 2.866
21,_2 33.5 2,391 ,673 ,o6_ 2.8_3 X 1 = 1643ff
_1.62 _3.0 2.391 ,673 .0_9 _,805
._2._ _.3_i ,673 .JJ.Z_E._. Y = 713 ft
21.70 33.5 _.A18 ,080 .062 P.765
21.76 33.0 ¢,A18 .6_0 .649 2,798
21.76 _2,5 _.41_ ,600 .637 ?._I0
22.b0 3_,0 2,444 ,6_7 .049 2,700
22.00 32.5 2.444 .6_7 ._37 2.772
2_.24 33.0 g,471 .695 .649 2,723
22.24 32.5 2,471 .695 ,637 2.73_
)?.24 37.0 2.471 ,695 .625 _.747
22._8 33,0 d,49_ ,7U3 .&49 2,006
22.48 32.5 _,498 ,7U3 ,637 2,699
/0_._ 22.73 32.5 Z._26 .7_ .63/ 2.602
70_._ d2.73 52,0 _._26 ,710 ,62_ 2,674
702.1 2_,98 32,5 2.554 .718 ,e37 2.6_6
7O_.Z 2_.98 32.0 d._5_ ,716 .625 2.039
699.7 23._3 d2.5 2.582 ,7_6 ,637 _,891
VELOCITY= 20.OFT/S_C
_WAG= 66td33P_U,WD_
EXCESS LIFT= 7b,O_OJOUNDS
I_T_L _ASE F IHST B_S_E n_lG_T 1 ,=I_HI d
1999.0 1_7./ 722.9 b9_.l
1987,4 166_.6 69_.7 11_.9
26_1.1 165_.0 708+7 ogl._
2015.1 1660.d 693.6 _ IOU.J
JRAG,i ANGLE I ETAZ =TA2 Xll XI2
75,73 26.5 8,414 ,278 ._99 4.165
__ .1_..3-3 ..... _ _._.I._. __ .278 ._8_ __.ZZB- ......
7_,73 25.5 8.414 .278 ,_77 4,369
70.56 26.0 8.507 ,304 ,488 3.87_
76,58 25.5 6.5_7 ,304 ,477 3,064
X I = 1655 ft
Y = 704 ft
............ c,
V=LOCITY= _U.UFT/%_C
. _RAG= 66._aOPObND_
EXCHSS LIFT= 10_,IU/HC:UND8
1976.6 16_3.2 ,'33.8 '=t-'_ /20.6
1985,7 1643,0 734,4 722,2
19_.7 1649._ 719,0_"-_72_.9
1991.6 1655.9 ;U4,7 72_.6
1994.9 lb_@.F 135.0 ;1/.0
1997.8 1549,_ 7_U.?_71V,4
_90_,6. 1655./ 7U5._ 721.2
_UO4,1 10_2,_ :ob.o /ld,d
2009.6 1665._ >d6,Q 7_0.C
2016.1 i0_.7 ?_1._ 709.9
2016.7 16_5,2 7Uh._ ",I-_711._
2_21.2 1661.q C91.7 Fl_._
URAO,Z AN_L_ 1 ETA1 _TA2 Xll X12
109._5 ZO,G IJ.2U6 1.344 .480 2.509
109._8 25.5 12_2_0 1.344 ,477 2.597
411.06 28,0 Id.3_0 I,J02 .4_ 2,4_0
111.06 25.5 1£.3_ 1,382 .477 2.513
lll. Oh 25.D 1_.3_U ],J02 ,460 2.640
112,2_ _8,0 12,476 1,a_O .488 2.4_
11_.28 25,5 12.476 I,_25 .477 2._62
112.28 2_,0 12._76 1,420 ,4_ 2,_9
i1J,52 26.0 1_,013 1.4D9 ,4t;0 2.329
I13.62 25,_ 12,5!3 1.4D9 ,477 2,3D5
11_.62 25._ !d,blJ 1,469 ,4ho ?._51
11_,76 _9,5 i_,752 1.4V8 ,_77 2,202
i!_,Th 25. r 12.7_ 1,_V_ .4_0 2.3U7
±I_,70 24,_ I_.7_'_ 1,49_ ,4b_ 2,_
X 1 = 1650 ft
Y = 719 ft
................... e
Figure 33. Typical Results For POT 21 ...............
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3200 FORTRAN (2.0)
PROGRAM POTI_
HASIC _ALLOON CARIF - NO O_A_
WYLE LABORAIORIES R_ScARGM bTAFF
APHIL 1965
PROGRAMMER - MOOSE
COMMON DATA/ XY(IO}
DATA (XY=I.0+.ggs,.gg,.985..Qd,.975,.97,.965+.96+.955)
COMMON R(1),XL(1),Y(1),YX(1},IEMR(6}pT(1),X(1),THD(1),THR(1)
REA_ (69p2) NN ....................................
FORMAt (12)
IF (NN)999f999f_ .......................................................
READ(60_4IEXA,W,XLJY
FORMA[(4FIO.O)
DO 50 l=l+lO
WHITE (61,40) Yx
FORMAT (1HI,2X,29MHAS[C B_LO_ CABLE -,N__/_2__Y=, ............
IE16.9,/)
W_I/_6Z,15)EXA,W,XL,Y
FORMAT(SX,7_EXAMPLE,FIO.a,SX,6HwEIG_T,FIO.4,SX,6HLENGTH,FIO.4,BX,6
1MHE|GHTpF%D.4/)
L=7
wHITE (61,12)
.........................
L=L+2
THD=09.Q ........
TMR=THDt.0114_3+93
TEMp=Yx/xL ....................................
TEMP(2)=SINF(THR)-IcMP
IF (TEMP(2)+50_6+6 ................................
IEMP(3)=I.0-T_MP*TEMP
T=W*XL*IEMP{3)/(2.0-T_MP(2 ) )
TEMP=I*SINF(THR)
TEMP(2)=T*COSF(IHR)
TEMP(3)=TEMP-W*XL
IF (TEMP(3))/oB,B
TEMP(3)=TEMP(d)/TEMP(2)
TEMP(4)=TEMP/TEMP{2)
9
i0
TEMP(5)=TEMP(Z)/W
X=TEMP(_)*(_IN_I(IEMP(4))-S|NHI(TEMP(3)))
WRITE (61_IU) THD_TjTEMP(1),I=MP(2)JX
FORMAT (2x,=lb.9,4X+Elb.9+4X,E16jLg_9,4X,E16.9o4X,E%6.9.) ............
L=L+I
IF(L-60)13,13,11
11 WRIIE (61,61)
61 FORMAT (1H1)
WRITE (61,1_)
i_ FORMAT (7X,_HTHETA,17_,_HF._BX,4hTSIN_I6X_4HTCOS,17X,_HX,/)
L:2
7 CONTINUE
12
II
I0
g
I
7
13 THD=THD-I.0
IF (TMD-14._}bO,50,500
_0 CONTINbE
GO TO
999 STOP
E_O
j:
4
3
FUNCTICN SINHI(X)
TEMP=_
TkMp=TEMP*SQR|F(IkMP-[EMP÷I.0)
SINMI=ALOGII_Mp) .....................................
RETURN
END
Figure 34. Computer Program POT 15, for Solution of Single Cable.
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Figure 36. Single Cable Analysis
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Figure 37. Vertical Components of Tension Configuration A2, Y = 856 ft.
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Example 10.51
Bothcables
_.,= 1200ft
w = 0.02 pound/ft
Y = 856 ft
XI X2
ft
841 759
841 759
840 760
840 760
839 761
838 762
837 763
835 765
833 767
831 769
829 771
826 774
L1 L2 Ltot.
pounds
730 25 755
242 25 267
148 25 173
108 25 133
86 25 111
72 25 97
62 25 87
55 25 80
50 26 76
46 26 72
42 26 68
39 26 65
At L = 75
tot
X I = 833
X 2 = 767
L I = 49
L2 = 26
e I = 54 o
e 2 = 68 o
T = 60.6
1
T2 = 28.1
D = 35.6
1
D 2 = 10.5
D = 25.1
tot
V = 12.2 fps
Figure 38. Sample Tabulation to Solve for Balloon Position.
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a, 5/32 in. dla stabilizing cable
b, 0.25 in. alia launch cable
c, 0.25 in. dia microphonecable
d, 5/32 in. dia ripcord
Ring
100ft
C
d
Figure 39. MSFC Balloon Rigging.
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Estimated Aerodynamic Lift and Drag Coefficients for MSFC
Balloon.
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Estimated Aerodynamic Forces of MSFC Bal loon.
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Figure 42. Calculated Behavior of MSFC Balloon on a Single Cable.
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Figure 43. MSFC Balloon, 172.5 ft base.
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Figure 44. MSFC Balloon, 400 ft base.
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